HOMEDecor
From the eccentric to the sublime, these
British-made pieces combine exceptional
craftsmanship with homegrown flair.

POOLS OF LIGHT

Words | KATHRYN REILLY

Priding themselves on creating ‘subtle
glamour’, Ochre creations can take
up to a year in development. The
organic Celestial Pebble Light is a
case in point. It features cast bronze
buds with solid glass drops illuminated
by hidden LEDs to create delicate
luminous pools. Single wall light £1,620,
three linear £4,680 › ochre.net

MIRRORED IN
GLORY

Utterly mesmerising, this exquisite
mirror is crafted from hand-shaped
ivory-coloured glass leaves that float
over a carved wood cushion frame.
The mirror plate is hand silvered and
lightly aged to add further depth.
£6,825 › coxlondon.com

SUBTLE GEOMETRY

And So to Bed has collaborated with wallpaper and fabric specialists
GP & J Baker to create three new beds. Our favourite is Romeo, which is
enveloped in this delicious Assisi fabric. From £2,800 › andsotobed.com

JACQUARD MIX

HEIRLOOM
LUGGAGE

Editor's
pick!

A REAL ONE-OFF

MODERN TWIST FLIGHTS OF FANCY

Mid-century reworked vintage chair
in toiles, velvets and woven silks
£2,400, (above) Mahogany George
I dining chair £1,200, and, exotic and
playful Storks wallpaper £180 per roll.
› squintlimited.com
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Luxury upholsterer Aiveen Daly uses
high tech processes and couture
elements to create sumptuous furnishings.
These custom-dyed pheasant feathers are
from the suppliers to Alexander McQueen.
From £495 › aiveendaly.com
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Gifted architecture enthusiasts and
modern sculptors (and brothers),
Chisel and Mouse not only make
stunning models of famous buildings
and skylines but can also conjure up
a bespoke cast of your home. From
£1,000 › chiselandmouse.com

From Harlequin's new Purity range,
this stunning lace-inspired fabric is
breathtaking in simplicity, and will
give an air of understated opulence
to both classical and contemporary
interior schemes.› harlequin.uk.com
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Fusing Globe-Trotter’s sturdy
construction with House of Hackney’s
iconic prints, the classic trunk has
been given a new lease of life. Lined
with the deeply luxurious Palmeral
print in midnight azure. £1,295
› houseofhackney.com

NUANCE

Complete the look
with a beautiful colour
graded cashmere
throw - a unique
artistic approach
to luxury. £1,195 ›
beggandcompany.com

ADDED OPULENCE

Using a mixture of traditional and new
technologies including silk screen
printing and laser cutting, Linda
Florence makes handmade bespoke
wallpapers destined to impress.
› lindaflorence.me.uk

FINISHING TOUCHES
Specialising in shagreen and other
premium finishes, Simon Orrell
Designs create superb pieces for
discerning clients. The Opie side
table has a patchwork of different
coloured shagreen, while the straw
marquetry lamp utilises the fine art
of working slithers of natural cured
straw. Side table £1,320, Lamp base
£1,440 › simonorrelldesigns.com

CANARY YELLOW

With a bright daffodil inspired colour
palette mixed with a more subtle
grey piping, the brand new Claudia
design from Savoir Beds will look
beautiful in any setting. Priced from
£10,710 › savoirbeds.co.uk
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